COREIA DO NORTE | NORTH KOREA

> Why Did Sanctions Fail Against North Korea?
David Francis & John Hudson, *Foreign Policy*

> It's Kim Jong Un's World; We're Just Living In It
Walter Russell Mead, *American Interest*

> North Korea's Fifth Nuclear Test and the International Response
Scott A. Snyder, *Council on Foreign Relations*

> What Happens If North Korea Collapses?
Phil W. Reynolds, *The Diplomat*

> What makes this North Korean nuclear test different
Jonathan D. Pollack, *Brookings*

11 DE SETEMBRO: 15 ANOS DEPOIS | 15 YEARS OF 9/11

> Why an attack like 9/11 is much less likely today than it was in 2001
Daniel Byman, *VOX*

> Asking the Right Questions About Terrorism
John Mueller and Mark Stewart, *Foreign Affairs*

> This 15th anniversary of 9/11, remember the victims. And remember al Qaeda.
Danielle Pletka, *AEI*

> Debating the Legality of the "Forever War"
AA.VV., *Council on Foreign Relations*

ARCO DE CRIZES | ARCH OF CRISIS

> Libya’s implosion and what it means for the West
Beverley Milton-Edwards, *Brookings*

> Putin's Gambit in Ukraïne: Strategic Implications
Kathleen Weinberger, *Institute for the Study of War*

> Iran's 'Useful Syria' Is Practically Complete
Hanin Ghaddar, *Washington Institute*

> No going back: Why decentralisation is the future for Syria
Jihad Yazigi, *ECFR*
TERRORISMO | TERRORISM

> China’s Terrorist Problem Goes Global
Michael Clarke, The Diplomat

> How al-Qaeda Survived the Islamic State Challenge
Daveed Gartenstein-Ross & Nathaniel Barr, Hudson Institute

> The Taliban’s Latest Battlefield: Social Media
Austin Bodetti, The Diplomat

> The Tenacious, Toxic Haggani Network
Marvin G. Weinbaum and Meher Babbar, Middle East Institute

> L’état de la menace terroriste
Marc Hecker, RAMSES

ALIANÇAS | ALLIANCES

> China and Saudi Arabia: A New Alliance?
Wang Jin, The Diplomat

> West Of Suez For The United Arab Emirates
Alex Mello and Michael Knights, War on the Rocks

> The US-Japan Alliance as a Regional Problem Solving Mechanism
CSIS

EUA | USA

> How is the United States viewed from abroad?
Chatham House

> Is the United States Giving Up on Supporting Democracy Abroad?
Thomas Carothers, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

> Is Biden’s visit to Ankara the last chance for Turkey and America?
Kemal Kirisci, Brookings

> My Top 5 Foreign-Policy Unicorns — and Why I Want to Kill Them
Stephen M. Walt, Foreign Policy

> Long Game, Hard Choices: The Obama Administration and Democracy in Egypt
Nicolas Bouchet, German Marshall Fund
China

> 3 Years on, Where Does China's Silk Road Stand?
Shannon Tiezzi, *The Diplomat*

> China and Brexit: what's in it for us?
François Godement & Angela Stanzel, *ECFR*

> China's Summer of Discontent
Elizabeth C. Economy, *Council on Foreign Relations*

> One Belt, One Road: China’s Vision of ‘Connectivity’
Stephen Aris, *Center for Security Studies*

Russia | Russia

> Putin underperforms at pivoting
Pavel K. Baev, *PRI*

> Russia and Libya: A brief history of an on-again-off-again friendship
Federica Saini Fasanotti, *Brooking*

> Another Rubber-Stamp Duma?
Andrei Kolesnikov and Boris Makarenko, *Carnegie Moscow Center*

Union Europea | European Union

> Deepening EU-Ukrainian Relations: What, why and how?
AA.VV., *CEPS*

> What are the prerequisites for a euro-area fiscal capacity?
Maria Demertzis and Guntram B. Wolff, *Bruegel*

> How to Build a More Flexible EU After Brexit
Heather Grabbe and Stefan Lehne, *Carnegie Europe*

> The EU-Turkey Stalemate: Detecting the Root Causes of the Dysfunctional Relationship
Toni Alaranta, *Finnish Institute of International Affairs*

> Les migrations face au défi identitaire en Europe
Christophe Bertossi et Jan Willem Duyvendak, *RAMSES*

Médio Oriente | Middle East

> Seven Reasons Why Lebanon Survives - And Three Reasons Why It Might Not
Paul Salem, *Lawfare*
> Soldiers of the Revolution: A Brief History of Iran's IRGC
Afshon Ostovar, Foreign Affairs

> What Does Saudi Arabia Want in Yemen?
Sada Debate

AMÉRICA LATINA | LATIN AMERICA
> Beyond war and revolution: Dramatic developments in the Andean region
Roger F. Noriega, American Enterprise Institute

> Colombia’s Final Steps to the End of War
International Crisis Group

> Brésil : plus dure sera la chute
Joao Augusto de Castro Neves et Bruno Koltai Reis, Politique Étrangere

ÁSIA | ASIA
> Great Promise, but Still Huge Obstacles to Myanmar Peace
Joshua Kurlantzick, Council on Foreign Relations

> Japan, Korea, and the Northeast Asian paradox
Jonathan D. Pollack, Brookings

> What to Know About Hong Kong’s Legislative Elections
Tim Summers, Chatham House

> India and Vietnam Unite Against China
Gordon Chang, World Affairs Journal

ÁFRICA | AFRICA
> ACTO I: Elecciones presidenciales de Gabón
María Rodríguez Alcázar, Política Exterior

> Can rapid urbanization in Africa reduce poverty? Causes, opportunities, and policy recommendations
Jeremy Barofsky, Eyerusalem Siba, and Jonathan Grabinsky, Brookings

COMÉRCIO INTERNACIONAL | GLOBAL TRADE
> China’s Belt And Road Initiative: Can Europe Expect Trade Gains?
Alicia García-Herrero and Jianwei Xu, Bruegel

PROMOÇÃO DEMOCRÁTICA | DEMOCRACY PROMOTION
> Navigating International Aid in Transitions: A Guide for Recipients
Thomas Carothers, Mark Freeman, Cale Salih, and Robert Templer, Carnegie

**NAÇÕES UNIDAS | UNITED NATIONS**

> Fourth Straw Poll to Select the Next Secretary-General  
*What’s in Blue*

**SEGURANÇA INTERNACIONAL | INTERNATIONAL SECURITY**

Marc von Boemcken and Conrad Schetter, *Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung*

> Digitally-Enabled Warfare: The Capability-Vulnerability Paradox  
Jacquelyn Schneider, *Center for a New American Security*

**ENSAIO | ESSAY**

> Hungary, Sixty Years After the Revolution: How 1956 Echoes Today  
Claire Greenstein and Brandon Tensley, *Foreign Affairs*

> Is globalisation really fuelling populism?  
Daniel Gros, *CEPS*

**LIVROS & RECENSÕES | BOOKS & REVIEWS**

> Polarization and the Presidency: From FDR to Barack Obama [Introdução]  

> La batalla de Bretton Woods  
María Rodríguez Alcázar, *Política Exterior*  
*La Batalla de Bretton Woods, by Benn Steil, Deusto, 2016, 544 págs.*

> Spain’s Foreign Fighters  
Sebastiaan Faber, *Foreign Affairs*  

> Black Wind, White Snow: The Rise of Russia’s New Nationalism  
William Armstrong, *Hurriyet Daily News*  

> Mosque and State: The Future of Political Islam  
Malise Ruthven, *Foreign Affairs*  
*Islamic Exceptionalism, Shadi Hamid, St. Martin’s Press, 2016, 320 pp.*  